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About This Content

This DLC contains the following lossless content:
✿ Daisy's Theme
✿ Youko's Theme
✿ Caiyun's Theme

✿ Lin's Theme
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✿ Unita's Theme
✿ Ketsuno Ana's Theme

✿ Ebony's Theme
✿ Martha's Theme
✿ Lost Romance
✿ Hot and Heavy

✿ Leah
✿ Leah (Succubus)

✿ Madoka
✿ Mafercca's Theme

✿ Hill's Theme
✿ Mirror

✿ Mirror(Instrument)

Lyrics : 仲村芽衣子
Compose/Arrangement : 丸山公詳

Vocal : 宇月真織
sound produced by project lights

[Additional Musician]
Piano : 溝呂木奏

Guide:
After purchasing this DLC, you can enjoy in the music player either in-game or on your PC. Feel free to share them with your

friends. Thank you for your support.
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Publisher:
Paradise Project
Release Date: 19 Apr, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

English,Japanese,Traditional Chinese
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It's the Dark Souls of $.99 fraudulent games. Only halfway through the game and I can't take anymore...

I adore platformers. Ever since I was a kid with my first console.
This is NOT a platformer. Its a gimmick. A creative yet frustrating gimmick. Noodle (the snake that you play) controls like
absolute garbage with a keyboard. There were many times I knew what I needed to do, and how to tell him to do it. But he just
does not care for the clickety-clack sound of my keys. And the fact that the button I need to press in order to go a direction
changes, JUST BECAUSE THE CAMERA MOVED?! Absolutely infuriating. I cannot stand to play more than a level or two in
one sitting. I even was nearly brought to tears trying to 100% Lazy Lagoon...
If you do try this one out, the line: "We recommend using a controller to play Snake Pass" should be advice you listen to. I
refuse to out of spite :P. This game came out of nowhere, I never heard of a single thing about it nor anything else and last night
I saw under new releases, ghostlords.

It looked up my alley, I love it already. I beat one campaign, I won't spoil who or what you had to do. But I imagine it was the
easiest of them all, because it offered the most healing stations along the way a majority of which being free.

In GhostLords you play as one of several Ghost Lords of your own choice, the world basically got raptured as in everybody died
but their spirits didn't go anywhere, if anything it just made them evolve in terms of spiritual stuff. There is only about a chunk
of the population left, and the story\/stories take place a good while after things have calmed down.

Basically ghosts roam the lands, but ghost lords have a talent that most don't. You can link your soul to not only one, but three
ghosts. Of varying elements and strengths, that can know up to only four moves when they learn a new one one move has to be
replaced, and they can have their stats improved via leveling up by your choice of what they get.

Before ya go saying it's like pokemon, it kind of is but I've been in entire runs (that I did lose.) Where I had to fight straight up
the same element with the same element, and I would come out on top because I trained properly and had gotten good relics.
Basically exploiting enemy weaknesses is nice, and helps. But it's doable without it. To put it bluntly, it is like pokemon, but
with actual battle animations instead of still sprites.

Speaking of relics those things are life savers, you can buy them or some ghosts outright offer them to you (or offer to sell them
to you for cheap) in the playthroughs. They all are useful, I found myself stalling for quite some time wonderin which relic to
replace with another.

The game has plenty of places to explore during each campaign, you get a nice description of each location and get a good feel
for how bad of a position it was left in after the rending. They do make things easy for you to travel, with flags describing what
is going to be there when you go there. Red = Unknown, Green = Heal, Magenta = wild ghost, Orange = merchant, Yellow =
Quest.

I apologize for rambling on, this game is a lot of fun, for the price its perfect. There is a lot of humor to be had in it, as well. I
found myself laughing far too hard at some things, like the pugs. Or some of the dialogue exchanges that went down, that always
got me off guard.
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One last thing before I go, you can pick what ghost you start with each new campaign. And when you tame new ones you unlock
them for the same purpose (I believe? It's confusing.) Who's my favorite ghost you may ask?

Inky the AquaGeist.
I recommend the game FULLY. Support this developer, these types of devs deserve support. Not the ones that make purposely
bad simulators, which frankly has gotten ridiculous in the last few years.. I had some problems with load scenary JFK airport
(some files was crashed or lose). Good game that will get better with the time.
Just think that the game needs:
A better optimisation, consumes much memory than a game like it will need.
Multiplayer Lan mode.
Thats it. I know that the game its developed by just one person but i trust him that with a little bit of help and support the game
will rise bigger. Thanks. back in 2007 most computers couldnt run this game but now you can get a stable 10fps 10/10. Crappy
Interface, Does not support some resolutions, horrible controls.
I forgive the crap graphics because its about physics.
I forgive nothing else.
Shame on you.
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Great little puzzle game, the puzzle do require a bit of thinking but are not too challenging. A great balance which can be hard to
find sometimes.
The lack of instructions are thankfully not a hinderance, it is pretty intitive on how to move your characters. Nice music and art,
give you the feeling of being a alone in an empty world.. I would enjoy this game except for the fact that it says a lot of words
are "not in the dictionary" that ARE in the dictionary.. +Great game for ADD Kids
+Learn Math while Playing
+Fun little shooter
+Multiplayer

-Controls aren't the greatest
-A little expensive for little content
-Little buggy

2.5\/5

I would put informational\/Neutral rating if I could. Would have loved to grow up learning math like this. Great Edutainment
game that makes you think. Although Doesn't have anyone playing it - Multiplayer games need multiple people playing them. If
it had more people playing this would be a definite buy.

If you liked this review Click here and follow for more reviews of VR titles. And Click here if you want to request reviews on
other VR titles.. Not sure why the negative reviews. A bit laggy but decent game. I love the talent trees and the customization in
the game.. I recommend this game, but only to creatives looking for somewhat intesting take on the RPG genre.

As an actual game, I cannot recommend it in its current state. It simply lacks the polish (and I am not talking about the graphics,
they are fine for an indie game at this price point).

A good example is the combat. Like many modern RPGs, it has a time-dilation effect during combat., but due to the limited
control you have over your group (limited even further by the way the interface is implemented), this effect is often far more
annoying than it is useful.

The game really needs a way for you to control your group members without having to track them down in 3D space (and hope
nothing is obscuring the buttons on their heads). Something as simple as putting the three buttons next to the icons in the group
slots on the left of the screen.

Some other little quality of life items that would go a long way to making the game playable:

- A quest journal, and removing quests from NPCs once completed.

- The ability to sell items to vendors beyond their inventory capacity (this is debatable, but due to the way purchases are
implemented it is kind of necessary in this game).

- Better check pointing (I gave up on the game after constantly being pushed back three major fights. The save slots seemed to
do nothing).

- Allow the time-dilation to be disabled. As much as I can see that this is meant to be a major part of the game, there just isn't
enough control over the group to make it worth it. Leave it for people who want it, but make it optional. It would need a
complete overhaul to bring it on par to the time-dilation in other group based RPGs.

- A proper targeting system. You really only have 1 direct attack spell for most of the game (lighting strike), and it is
extrodinarily hard to target at monsters that aren't on the same level to you, or who are far away. A more traditional RPG action
system of "click to target, numbers to cast" would be much more workable.

- A better way to compare item's stats \/ more consistency in the colour coding of items.
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Having said all this, I do give props to the developer for the ambition and combination of ideas. I think it is a stretch to call any
given element of this game innovative, but the combination of mechanics is interesting.

The tower defence \/ vaguely-MOBAesque elements mixed with a more tradition group based RPG present some interesting
possibilities, and while none of those possibilities are fully realised within this game (or the parts I have seen), they were
intriguing.. another indie to the library. DO NOT BOTHER COMPLETE W""K. To make it very clear at the beginning, this
game is no Dungeon Keeper III and looks more like an underground based RTS. The campaigne has 4 chapters with 5 mission
each and takes all together ~20hours. Sometimes the jokes during the missions are too bad but if you like the kind of humor
used in Grotesque you should also like this one. At least there are two ends of the game, so playing again isn't a bad choice.
Your main character, the demon Baal-Abbadon, has three specs (Support\/Melee\/Caster) and all three are play- and enjoyable.

The grafic isn't up-to-date but there are many lovely details if you look at the little demons or the underground rooms. The
whole game can be played in coop and has also some mulitplayer parts. There you have to protect NPCs, raid some enemy
camps or to fight of endless hordes of heroes.

Some negative aspects are the low variation of missions and the missed chance to improve the experience outside of the
dungeon. But I had many hours of fun in Coop with this game, so anyone interested in RTS should have a look at it.

Last hint, it plays like a mix of Majesty II and classic RTS games.. On a 16:9 monitor the game seems to run at 800x600
stretched in full screen, but with weird letterboxing on all sides. There are no scaling options, your only options are to play it in a
tiny window at correct scale or full screen with odd stretching issues (jagged lines, text rendering off screen).. The first official
Double Decker train for Train Simulator and it is very fun to drive, despite the annoying door glitch that wasn't fixed in the
world's biggest patch. Accelerates like there is no tomorrow.
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